“REJECT THE EVIDENCE OF YOUR EYES AND EARS”: DEEPFAKES AND THE LAW OF VIRTUAL REPLICANTS
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I. INTRODUCTION

Former President Barack Obama sits in front of the American flag as he delivers an address. “[We are] entering an era in which our enemies can make it look like anyone is saying anything at any point in time,” he warns. Although he is using familiar inflections and hand gestures, there is something just slightly off about the video. Obama’s face appears slightly contorted, and his voice, even with the inflections, sounds flat and forced. It is difficult to place exactly what is wrong with the video, and it only gets stranger from there. Obama references Black Panther and Get Out, and, in an out-of-character move, calls President Trump a “total and complete dipshit.” The video is unbelievable, and it is supposed to be. At the thirty-six second mark, the screen splits, and it becomes evident that Oscar-winning filmmaker and comedian Jordan Peele is behind the stunt. Despite appearances, Obama is not speaking. Instead, Peele used artificial intelligence to manipulate previous videos of Obama, along with technology to manipulate audio, to create an incredibly realistic video of Obama saying and doing things he has never said or done.  
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Fake videos of this type are known as “deepfakes.” In the span of about a year, deepfakes have advanced to the point where they are nearly indistinguishable from authentic videos. Using a mix of artificial intelligence and machine learning, the technology behind them will only continue to advance. As more Internet users learn how to harness deepfake technology, these videos will become more widespread and begin to creep into the public consciousness. As deepfakes become more popular, the ability to distinguish between which videos are authentic and which are doctored will begin to diminish, causing the potential for social, legal, and political harms in a variety of areas in our daily lives. But as of 2019, deepfakes are unregulated, and no clear area of law governs them. This Comment will argue that placing regulatory authority in the hands of federal agencies, and specifically the Federal Trade Commission (the “FTC”), is the best method of regulating this technology. It will, accordingly, propose potential regulations for implementation.

Part II of this Comment will discuss exactly what deepfakes are, describe the technology behind them, explain their rise, denote some popular examples, and analyze the types of harm that this technology can cause. This section will demonstrate the need for some form of regulation to address this technology. Part III will explain what measures are currently in place to address the rise of deepfakes, and it will then compare different methods of regulating deepfakes. Part IV will analyze different administrative agencies that could potentially regulate deepfakes, and it will then focus on why the FTC is the best choice currently available. Part V will outline what potential FTC regulations could include. Part VI will address some limitations and challenges the FTC regulation of deepfakes would face. Part VII will conclude.

II. DEEPFAKES: WHAT THEY ARE AND WHY THEY ARE DANGEROUS

This section will provide a definition for “deepfakes,” explain the advance of the technology that created them, trace a broader history of photo and video manipulation, and describe the harms this technology can bring.

A. What Is a Deepfake?

Combining the words “deep learning” and “fake,” a deepfake is a “hyper-realistic digital falsification of images, video, and audio.” Put
simply, a deepfake is a forged video; it depicts something that has never happened by manipulating previously existing video footage or pictures.\textsuperscript{11} Jordan Peele’s deepfake of Obama utilized real videos of past addresses and used those clips to create an entirely new video, with the ability to depict Obama saying essentially anything Peele wished.\textsuperscript{12} The implications of this technology are far-reaching\textsuperscript{13} and will be explored in detail throughout this Comment.

Examples of deepfakes range from the silly to the sinister. Some of the lighter applications of deepfakes include videos putting Nicholas Cage into famous scenes from movies such as \textit{Raiders of the Lost Ark} or videos of a Wall Street Journal reporter performing Bruno Mars’s dance moves.\textsuperscript{14} But because deepfakes’ origins are closely tied to pornography, a darker point of focus for many deepfakes involves creating pornographic videos of famous celebrities.\textsuperscript{15} Another disturbing use of deepfakes involved a fake video of gun control activist Emma Gonzalez tearing up a copy of the Constitution.\textsuperscript{16} While the original video featured Gonzalez tearing up a target to advocate for gun control, someone manipulated the image for incendiary purposes.\textsuperscript{17} This wide range of potential uses for deepfakes encapsulates their potential to harm.\textsuperscript{18} While benign utilizations can and will exist, the early prevalence of pornographic applications likely indicates an ongoing problem for deepfakes.\textsuperscript{19} And, in a similar vein, the doctored video of Emma Gonzalez
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demonstrates deepfakes’ potential for deepening America’s fake news crisis. These different uses highlight the impact deepfakes could have upon our society and demonstrate the need to focus on this issue now.

To frame deepfakes in a relevant pop culture context, an elucidating analogy comes from the Ridley Scott science fiction movie Blade Runner. In the film, technology has evolved to create human-like androids called “replicants” that are virtually identical to human beings, aside from their synthetic creation. It requires an extensive “Voight-Kampff” test to determine whether a being is a human or a replicant. The film has become part of the science fiction canon, and its cult legacy became cemented thanks in part to the ambiguity surrounding whether even its main character, Rick Deckard, is a human or a replicant. One of the film’s central tensions revolves around the diminishing boundary between man and machine, and this tension highlights the anxieties that surround deepfakes. Like replicants, deepfakes are advancing to a point where it will be impossible to determine whether a video is authentic. Currently, tech companies and the US government are developing de facto “Voight-Kampff” tests to accurately determine when a video is a deepfake, but as technology advances, the effectiveness of any test becomes questionable. Like the debate surrounding whether Deckard is a replicant, the debate over which videos are fake and which are real could wage for a long time.

While this Comment touches on these issues, there is still much room for further exploration of how deepfakes configure into existing revenge porn laws.
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B. The Technology Behind Deepfakes

The advancement of various forms of technology precipitated the rise of deepfakes. Artificial intelligence, machine learning, and generative adversarial networks (“GANs”) are the tools that allow users to create deepfakes. Basically, the technology that creates these videos works by having “a computer program find[] common ground between two faces and stitch[] one over the other.” By utilizing previously existing images and videos, the technology creates a generated video that nevertheless looks authentic.

One of the technological components behind deepfakes—deep learning—“consists of networks of interconnected nodes that autonomously run computations on input data.” Deep learning only allows software to go so far, though, and its main strength is its ability to discriminate between data. GANs, however, have helped technology make large strides toward creating, rather than merely manipulating, realistic fake images. GANs give software competition as a motivator to create more realistic-looking images. Generative software under the GAN model “learn[s] to create images that look real, but are not” by having the software attempt to fool an adversary. For audio, GANs use neural networks to learn and then reproduce the properties of a source, modeling speech on a millisecond-by-
milliseconds. In short, algorithms are reaching a point where a user need only input a recording of a speech from a public figure into a GAN to create realistic audio of that same public figure saying whatever the user wants him or her to say. When that manipulated audio combines with a GAN-created video, the result is a video that both looks and sounds like the figure in the video but that in actuality is a fabrication. Some of the more popular deepfakes have been “created with a machine learning algorithm, using easily accessible materials and open-source code that anyone with a working knowledge of deep learning algorithms could put together.” As one artificial intelligence expert states, “[t]his is no longer rocket science.” This is one of the reasons why deepfakes are so dangerous: the materials are open to the public, and anyone with a working knowledge of the technology can use them to create virtually whatever he or she wants.

C. The History of Photo and Video Manipulation

For nearly as long as photography has existed, humans have found ways to manipulate the medium. One early example is an iconic portrait of Abraham Lincoln dating back to 1860. Although the image appears authentic, the picture is a combination of photographs of Lincoln’s head and John Calhoun’s body. The entire field of spirit photography depended on using techniques such as multiple exposure and combination printing to generate fake images of loved ones with passed-on family members.
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Manipulated photos have also had political consequences. Millard Tydings may have lost his 1950 re-election bid to the United States Senate in part due to a manipulated photo depicting him conversing with a leader of the Communist Party. But the popular photo-editing software Photoshop is currently the most well-known example of photo manipulation technology. Photoshop was first invented in 1987 and was widely disseminated by 1990. Today, Photoshop is a well-known tool in a photographer’s arsenal, used to manipulate everything from magazine covers to Instagram posts.

Although there is a longer history of photo manipulation, video manipulation also has a long and storied history. The first multi-scene motion pictures involved literally cutting and taping pieces of film on an editing table. More pertinently, though, film can be used to generate images. The 1970s marked the beginning of computer animation, using layered 2D images to create visual effects. The first feature-length film wholly created using computer-generated imagery (CGI) was Pixar’s Toy Story, which premiered in 1995. The technology has advanced since then, and has since been used to capture the movements of actors to render CGI-created characters by using motion capture technology. There are more controversial applications of this technology as well, including discussions over whether or not filmmakers should use CGI to create performances from deceased actors. These applications, however, do not compare to the reality of deepfakes and the technology behind them. Deepfakes essentially combine the cutting and pasting technique with image-generation
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technology, editing together a video from previously existing footage to create something that is as fake as a CGI creation. Additionally, one of the hallmarks of CGI is its connection to animation studios and film. What was previously the domain of a visual effects department or a special effects company can now be created by virtually anyone, at low cost, with the same effect.

D. The Rise of Deepfakes

Tracing the rise of deepfake videos gives a sense of both the technology’s rapid development and how the technology may produce harms. What may be considered the spiritual ancestor of deepfakes is the Internet phenomenon known as ElfYourself, where users insert photographs of faces into a preset video of Christmas elves dancing to Christmas songs. Despite the parallels between how these videos and deepfakes are made, the obvious superimposition of the heads on the fake elf bodies make it sufficiently clear that the ElfYourself videos are fake. There is also a trend of editing speeches of well-known politicians to make it appear as though they are singing well-known pop songs. For example, the popular YouTube account “baracksdubs” takes snippets of phrases from former President Barack Obama’s speeches to correspond to the lyrics of songs such as “Call Me Maybe.” The resulting videos are choppy, with virtually no transition between the words of the songs. With these Internet trends, there is an obvious fakeness to the videos that adds to their humor. The sophisticated deepfakes produced today, though, are not necessarily created for humor; rather, some of them are created for incendiary purposes or for humiliation. Even though there are similarities between the Internet trends and deepfakes, the differences between them are extreme enough to demonstrate how the swift rise of deepfakes presents a host of problems that these Internet trends
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do not.

The current iteration of hyper-realistic, simulated deepfakes began on the social media website Reddit.70 The first true deepfake71 appeared on the subreddit r/CelebFakes, which is “mainly devoted to photoshopping celebrities to appear nude.”72 But on September 30, 2017, Reddit user ‘deepfakes’ posted a virtual recreation of actress Maisie Williams’s face.73 ‘Deepfakes’ then started his own subreddit r/deepfakes, where he publicly released the script he used to create the face-swaps.74 Users within the subreddit then began to “[build] on each other’s data sets to create even more convincing facial swapping models.”75 Today, the technology is more widely distributed than ever, in part due to the release of an app called “FakeApp,” which helps users create deepfakes.76 FakeApp allows anyone to make these videos so long as they have “one or two high-quality videos of the faces they want to fake.”77 These advancements have allowed deepfakes and the technology that creates them to become both more widespread and more advanced than originally predicted.78 The chief computer scientist of the Electronic Frontier Foundation estimated that it would take a year or two for the technology behind deepfakes to advance far enough to make it incredibly difficult to distinguish between an authentic video and a deepfaked video.79 Instead, it only took about two months for deepfakes to become “incredibly convincing” as more and more people began to experiment with the AI-assisted model.80 Although currently the most prevalent use of the technology is pornographic videos of celebrities, it is easy to foresee how this technology can create future social, legal, and political harm.
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E. Analysis of Potential Harms

As the technology behind deepfakes becomes more and more sophisticated at a rapid pace, it has the potential to create serious harms in a variety of different areas, including revenge pornography, fake news, and the reliance of video as a medium. While deepfakes may also have some beneficial uses, as discussed later in the Comment, the detrminents may outweigh the benefits.\footnote{81 See infra Part VI.E.}

Because deepfakes began to create celebrity pornography, it is easy to imagine that bad actors will use the technology to create revenge porn for non-famous individuals as well.\footnote{82 Romano, supra note 70.} Revenge porn, also known as “involuntary porn”\footnote{83 Clare McGlynn & Erika Rackley, Image-Based Sexual Abuse, 37 OXFORD J. LEGAL STUD. 534, 535 (2017).} or “nonconsensual pornography,” involves “the distribution of sexually explicit photos or videos of another individual without that individual’s consent or knowledge.”\footnote{84 Caroline Drinnon, When Fame Takes Away the Right to Privacy in One’s Body: Revenge Porn and Tort Remedies for Public Figures, 25 WM. & MARY J. WOMEN & L. 209, 211 (2017).} Revenge porn may involve the distribution of explicit photos or videos taken without consent,\footnote{85 McGlynn, supra note 83.} taken consensually but with an understanding of privacy,\footnote{86 Amanda L. Cecil, Taking Back the Internet: Imposing Civil Liability on Interactive Computer Services in an Attempt to Provide an Adequate Remedy to Victims of Nonconsensual Pornography, 71 WASH. & LEE L. REV. 2513, 2520 (2014).} or created via “sexualisedphotoshopping.”\footnote{87 See McGlynn & Rackley, supra note 83.} With the rise of deepfakes, the possibility of “sexualised photoshopping”\footnote{88 Id.} now exists for both images and videos. It is likely that “the majority of victims of fake sex videos will be female,” in part due to revenge porn’s popularity.\footnote{89 Chesney & Citron, supra note 10, at 17; see also Cecil, supra note 86, at 2524 (stating that revenge porn “disproportionately upsets the lives of heterosexual young women”).} Indeed, some social media users have already indicated interest in creating deepfakes with various women in their lives.\footnote{90 Chesney & Citron, supra note 10, at 17. One Reddit user expressed a desire to create a deepfake porn video with his ex-girlfriend, while a Discord user claimed to have already created a deepfake using Facebook photos from a girl he attended high school with. Id.} There has already been at least one private figure who has been a victim of revenge porn in the form of a deepfake.\footnote{91 See Foster, supra note 69.} Noelle Martin of Perth, Australia, had already been a victim of revenge porn for years before anonymous predators photoshopped images of her face onto pornographic pictures of someone else’s body.\footnote{92 Id.} But recently, the attacks have escalated,
“doctoring [her] into pornographic videos which appear to show [her] performing numerous sexual acts.” 93 Unfortunately, stories like this are becoming more common as deepfakes become even more widespread and advanced. 94 While some deepfakes of this kind exist solely for sexual gratification, it is highly probable that others will intend to humiliate the person whose likeness is featured in the video. 95

America is already a country flooded with fake news. 96 As Jordan Peele’s video of Obama shows, technology has advanced to allow fake videos of prominent political figures to appear alarmingly realistic. 97 If bad actors use deepfakes to proliferate fake news, the harm to America’s media system will only worsen. 98 Because of the ability to both rapidly create and distribute fake content, a computer science professor from Dartmouth fears a “perfect storm” of disinformation. 99 Part of what makes deepfakes so dangerous is how they exploit the natural human tendency to rely on observation through senses such as sight and sound. 100 The prevalence of fake videos, however, will disrupt that reliance. 101 Conversely, the inability to distinguish between authentic and doctored videos will lead to the possibility that any form of video would be distrusted as “fake news.” 102 This “liar’s dividend” will only grow as the public becomes more informed about what deepfakes are and the dangers they pose. 103

Because of the technology’s versatility, there is a high probability that deepfakes could be used in any context that uses regular video. The possibilities of blackmail, extortion, “reputational sabotage,” problems finding employment, and more all point to the ways that individuals will face legal and social problems if they cannot prove that a video appearing to feature them in an unsavory position is actually doctored. 104 But if deepfakes
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become popular in the mainstream, the value of real videos will diminish.\textsuperscript{105} This devaluation of video will have the long-term effect of increasing the effectiveness of deepfakes.\textsuperscript{106} If video cannot be trusted, having a corroborating video to debunk a deepfake would no longer be sufficient; the risk of the supposedly corroborating evidence also being a deepfake may be too high if there is no ability to determine if a video has been doctored.\textsuperscript{107} One reason videos are so powerful is that we tend to believe the things that we can see and hear.\textsuperscript{108} Until now, video has been a relatively reliable source of information.\textsuperscript{109} But once deepfakes become more popular, the value of any video, real or fake, will necessarily diminish without a reliable way to determine whether a video has been manipulated or not.

III. CURRENT RESPONSES AND POTENTIAL PATHS FORWARD

Some groups are currently attempting to limit the reach of deepfakes, while others are actively countering their rise.\textsuperscript{110} This section begins by discussing current technological efforts to detect deepfake technology. It then surveys potential areas of law that could apply to deepfakes, discussing the effectiveness of different fields.

A. What is Being Done About This Issue?

Researchers have been attempting to develop algorithms and other AI-assisted tools to determine whether a video is a deepfake or not.\textsuperscript{111} Researchers at Carnegie Mellon University have utilized a tool to determine whether a video is a deepfake by analyzing the pulse of the subject.\textsuperscript{112} An individual’s pulse tends to stay constant, even at different pulse points; however, if a video was created by layering images and videos on top of each other, then what seems to be one individual in a video may have different
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pulses at various pulse points. The tool picks up those differences as evidence that a video is actually a deepfake. Another technological response has been to rely on the “lack of physiological signals intrinsic to human beings” that often results when creating a “synthesized video[]” of an individual. One such example is analyzing whether and how often the subject of a video blinks in order to determine whether a video is a deepfake. Because “most training datasets do not contain faces with eyes closed,” a video created using AI likely will not include blinking or will include blinking at a slower rate than a real subject. Therefore, blinking and the lack thereof may be a “telltale sign” of when a video is a deepfake. One flaw with technological approaches, though, is that even if a specific algorithm or tool can accurately spot manipulated videos, creators can merely find new ways to produce deepfakes that circumvent these algorithms and tools. Consequently, even if researchers or tech companies can develop a reliable method to determine a deepfake, there is always a risk of developers advancing the technology beyond those detection methods.

Another response to limit the spread of deepfakes has been for some websites to ban the use of these videos on their platforms. Pornhub has begun removing deepfakes from its site, although it appears that the process relies on user reports rather than administrative monitoring or the use of an algorithm. Reddit also has taken action, deleting the subreddit r/deepfakes where these videos first began to arise. Other platforms, such as Discord, Gyfcat, and Twitter, have clarified that face-swap porn is prohibited on their sites, although this does not appear to be a universal ban on deepfake videos.

The United States government is also aware of the issues that deepfakes
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raise, and the Department of Defense is developing technology that could help spot deepfakes. The U.S. Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) changed the mission of its Media Forensics program in order to focus on developing technology to stop deepfakes. DARPA is also currently “funding a project that will try to determine whether the increasingly real-looking fake video and audio generated by artificial intelligence might soon be impossible to distinguish from the real thing.” But because the technology has advanced so rapidly, these early efforts at handling the problem may not be sufficient. More urgent action is necessary to effectively address the harms that deepfakes can create.

Congress has also taken notice of this issue, with Senators on both sides of the aisle expressing concerns about the political threat deepfakes could pose. Democrat Mark Warner, the Vice Chairman of the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence, “absolutely” believes that deepfake videos will be the “next phase of disinformation campaigns.” Republican Marco Rubio also warned about the power of manipulated videos to “sow discontent and divide [Americans].” Additionally, a bipartisan group in the House of Representatives penned a letter to the Director of National Intelligence expressing concerns that deepfakes may pose a threat to national security. The letter asks the Intelligence Community for a “report to Congress and the public about the implications” deepfakes may have when individuals use them in bad faith. The letter’s main concern is with malicious foreign actors using deepfakes to spread misinformation throughout America or to blackmail the subjects for political purposes. The letter ends by requesting the identification of deepfakes created by foreign actors, identification of potential countermeasures that can be adopted, and recommendations about the next steps Congress and the intelligence community can take to stem the
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rise of deepfakes.\textsuperscript{133} While the letter indicates more of a concern with national security than the personal harms that can arise from deepfakes, Congress’s decision to get involved in this issue may be a positive sign that systems can be put in place to redress at least some of the harms from deepfakes.\textsuperscript{134}

B. What Areas of Law Govern Deepfakes?

To complicate the problems deepfakes cause, it is currently unclear what area of law would provide legal recourse for victims.\textsuperscript{135} At least one law professor believes that victims of deepfakes would have little to no legal recourse.\textsuperscript{136} As a threshold issue, victims would have limits in who they would be able to sue.\textsuperscript{137} Because of the prevalence of anonymity on the Internet, if an individual harmed by a deepfake cannot find the creator of the video, that individual may not have an identifiable party to sue.\textsuperscript{138} Additionally, the Communications Decency Act grants websites immunity for claims about content from third parties.\textsuperscript{139} Therefore, suing a social media website for hosting a deepfake is an unlikely path of success.\textsuperscript{140}

Beyond this initial limitation, though, is the deeper problem of what area of law governs the use and applications of deepfakes. There is a possibility that defamation claims may be effective “because the person depicted in the video [is not] actually in it.”\textsuperscript{141} But if a creator makes clear that a video is a deepfake and does not actually feature the person whose likeness appears, the success of a defamation claim may be unlikely.\textsuperscript{142} Additionally, victims may face problems in “proving that the creators intended to cause them emotional distress,” adding further difficulties to winning on a defamation claim.\textsuperscript{143}
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A right of publicity claim could also be an avenue to address harm from deepfakes. Although typically associated with celebrities, “the right of publicity protects the commercial value of any person’s identity.” If a creator profits from using another person’s image in a deepfake without that person’s consent, the person whose likeness appears may be able to bring a right of publicity claim. One benefit for victims bringing this claim is that the right to bring the claim does not depend upon legal ownership of the image. But one of the claim’s limitations is that it depends upon the “deepfakes [being] sold or the creator receiv[ing] some other benefit from them;” therefore, this may not be a route all victims of deepfakes could utilize.

Copyright infringement would also be an effective area of the law in which to address deepfakes. That route would, however, require the person affected by the deepfake to have taken the video in the first place. Additionally, the person who owns the original video may or may not be the same person the deepfake actually harmed. Furthermore, even if the person harmed has a copyright, a deepfake creator may be able to claim that courts would consider deepfakes to be fair use. Although a full discussion of copyright infringement and fair use is beyond the scope of this Comment, the transformative purpose of copyrighted material is a key distinction in qualifying its usage by others as fair use or not. The essence of deepfakes is taking previously existing images and manipulating them to create a new video. It is certainly possible that a court would consider this type of use to be transformative: the user is transforming those previous images into a new medium, often depicting scenarios that have not actually happened or placing those images into a new context. Therefore, while copyright law
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would provide some protections, those protections are limited.\textsuperscript{155}

Revenge pornography presents similar harms as deepfakes, but current criminal laws addressing revenge porn would not be sufficient to address this problem.\textsuperscript{156} Statutes addressing revenge porn often are premised upon violations of privacy, and deepfakes—at least in the pornography context—would likely not be considered a privacy issue in the eyes of the law.\textsuperscript{157} The problem with predicated deepfaked revenge porn videos on existing revenge porn statutes is that the underlying video would likely not include the body of the victim.\textsuperscript{158} This amalgamation would complicate issues of privacy because “you [cannot] sue someone for exposing the intimate details of your life when [it is] not your life [they are] exposing.”\textsuperscript{159} If courts do not “agree that the victim becomes the nude person in the deepfake for purposes of non-consensual pornography statutes,” then the current statutory scheme for revenge pornography would likely be insufficient to provide redress for victims of revenge porn created via deepfake.\textsuperscript{160}

IV. ANALYSIS OF ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES

Because of the potential harms deepfakes present, the lack of clarity surrounding which area of law would govern, and the rapid rise and advancement of the technology that creates these videos, federal administrative agencies would provide the fastest, most effective method of providing a form of regulation for deepfakes.\textsuperscript{161} Current administrative agencies that may be viable options for creating regulations for deepfakes include the FTC and the Federal Communications Commission (the FCC). But a new agency may be necessary to more effectively address the problems that deepfakes create and the broader issues the advancement of technology such as artificial intelligence and advanced algorithms pose for our modern society. This section will analyze each option in turn.

A. The Federal Trade Commission

The FTC’s mission is to “[work] to protect consumers by preventing anticompetitive, deceptive, and unfair business practices, enhancing
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informed consumer choice and public understanding of the competitive process, and accomplishing this without unduly burdening legitimate business activity.”\footnote{162} The FTC accomplishes these goals through both regulation and litigation.\footnote{163} Its “unique dual mission” of consumer protection and competition protection makes it a potential option for regulating deepfakes.\footnote{164}

Due to the FTC’s ability to “develop rules to establish a vibrant marketplace,”\footnote{165} along with its oversight over data security issues,\footnote{166} it would likely be able to create effective regulations addressing the use of deepfakes.\footnote{167} One of the benefits of having the FTC handle deepfakes is that it may be within the FTC’s jurisdiction to hold liable the creator of a deepfake app, such as FakeApp.\footnote{168} Because the technology that creates deepfakes “is using someone’s data and morphing it onto someone else’s,”\footnote{169} there is a possibility that the nonconsensual use of data would bring the technology within the range of “unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or affecting commerce.”\footnote{170} Using its rulemaking and enforcement abilities, the FTC may be able to create regulations delineating permissible and impermissible uses of deepfakes.\footnote{171}

The FTC could also be a good candidate to regulate deepfakes because of deepfakes’ similarities with fake news; if the FTC views fake news more narrowly as false advertisement or spam, then fake news could potentially be seen as an “unfair or deceptive act[] or practice[] in or affecting commerce,” bringing it within the jurisdiction of the FTC.\footnote{172} The FTC has
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already acted against fake news in certain scenarios, shutting down “fake news” sites if they are in a “commercial context[].”\textsuperscript{173} If the FTC were to view fake news as “a kind of commercial offering in which ‘the political misinformation is the product,’” then the FTC may be able to prevent its spread.\textsuperscript{174} By extending this reasoning to deepfakes, then the FTC may be able to effectively regulate at least some forms of deepfakes.

But the agency’s emphasis on commercial practices may present problems for most forms of deepfakes.\textsuperscript{175} A commercial component may be key in order for the FTC’s jurisdiction to extend.\textsuperscript{176} If a deepfake is made for noncommercial reasons, such as sexual gratification, humiliation of the subject, or as a parody for entertainment purposes, then the deepfake may not fall under the FTC’s jurisdiction. Therefore, any rulemaking ability the FTC may have in regard to addressing deepfakes would likely be limited, and regulations would need to be narrowly tailored in order to ensure that the FTC does not go beyond the bounds of its jurisdiction.

B. The Federal Communications Commission

The FCC is in charge of “regulat[ing] interstate and international communications by radio, television, wire, satellite and cable,” and it is the “primary authority” on issues including “communications law, regulation[,] and technological innovation.”\textsuperscript{177} The FCC would also be a potentially viable candidate for producing regulations surrounding the use of deepfakes because of its involvement with media.\textsuperscript{178} One benefit of choosing the FCC to create regulations for deepfakes is that the agency has already created rules regarding false information for broadcasters on television and the radio.\textsuperscript{179} If the FCC could provide a similar regulatory role for Internet “broadcasters,” then the FCC would be a viable choice as a regulator of deepfakes.

But there are many questions regarding the FCC’s ability to regulate
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the Internet. With the Restoring Internet Freedom Order in effect, the FCC removed net neutrality protections and took a less active role in regulating the Internet. The Order “replaces unnecessary, heavy-handed regulations that were developed way back in 1934 with strong consumer protections, increased transparency, and common-sense rules that will promote investment and broadband deployment.” The passage of this order indicates the FCC’s desire to step away from regulating the technology behind the Internet, as well as from regulating the Internet itself.

C. A New Agency

There is also a possibility that deepfake technology is so new and so specialized that any current agency would be unable to properly regulate the use and spread of the technology. Instead, it may be time to implement a new agency to handle more general aspects of Internet law, such as artificial intelligence or robotics. “[B]ig events or changes in behavior” tend to bring about new, complex, specific problems that current regulatory structures may not be fully equipped to handle. New agencies then develop as a means of addressing those new problems more effectively.

One potential new agency could be an Agency of Artificial Intelligence. As the rapid development of deepfakes proves, artificial intelligence is an increasingly powerful technology with the potential to create intense changes in our society, both positive and negative. As the premise of Blade Runner demonstrates, humanity has long wrestled with questions about the freedoms and limits we should place on artificial intelligence. An agency for artificial intelligence would be better able to address the technology that creates deepfakes, including not only artificial intelligence but also advanced algorithms, deep learning, and machine learning. An example of a regulation from this hypothetical agency may include sourcing images and ensuring consent from parties before using their likenesses to create a deepfake. The ability to regulate the technology that creates deepfakes would allow more
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effective implementation of these kinds of regulations.

Creating a new agency to handle general issues arising from the increasing development of the Internet might not be feasible if there is a lack of momentum to create a new regulatory body. For example, there is not a “strong push” to create a similar regulatory body for the Internet of Things. Additionally, President Trump has issued an executive order meant to cut back on federal regulations; now, “[F]or every one new regulation issued, at least two prior regulations [must] be identified for elimination.” Although the order does not disallow the issuance of new regulations, it does indicate the lack of a “strong push” for new regulations, and the development of a new regulatory agency would provide logistical difficulties in light of this executive order.

Overall, of these three options for agency regulation, the FTC currently provides the strongest avenue for developing effective regulations for deepfakes. Because of its dual capacity to create and enforce regulations, its precedent with handling at least certain types of fake news, and its mission to protect consumers from deceptive practices, the FTC is the most likely agency to have jurisdiction over deepfakes. While the FCC may be able to similarly create guidelines, its move away from regulating the Internet diminishes the likelihood of the FCC taking a more active role in stemming harmful deepfakes. Additionally, while a new agency would likely be the most effective option, it would take time to establish, and current circumstances indicate that there is no strong desire or plan to create a new agency. Therefore, the FTC would be able to quickly produce and implement regulations to minimize and control the harms that deepfakes can produce.

V. POSSIBLE GUIDELINES FOR REGULATION

As discussed throughout this Comment, deepfakes have the capacity to produce a wide variety of harms; however, because deepfakes are so new, it may be unclear to Internet users exactly what deepfakes are and which uses of them are likely to create harm. Any FTC regulations would have to clearly define deepfakes and delineate what uses the agency would consider permissible and impermissible.

Any guidelines created by an agency would need to officially define what a deepfake is in the eyes of that agency. Just as “fake news” is
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becoming a catch-all term to the point that the phrase “fake news” is beginning to lose its meaning, the term “deepfakes” may reach a similar point. Critics argue that the term “deepfake” has “become a stand-in for... AI-assisted face swaps." Including artificial intelligence in a regulatory definition for deepfakes may make any resulting definition under-inclusive. Although AI has made the process quicker and more sophisticated, there may be other methods of creating deepfakes that do not require the use of AI. Therefore, a definition at this point can be simple: a deepfake is a video appearing to be authentic but that is created from other images, videos, or audio.

Providing a taxonomy of deepfakes may be useful for regulators to have a clearer understanding of what types of videos would classify as deepfakes, and understanding the differences between them can help regulators draw clearer lines to address the specific types of deepfakes they encounter. One category of deepfakes would be when an original video is manipulated or altered in a way that distorts the reality of the original video. An example of this would be the “shallowfake” video of Jim Acosta released by the White House, where a single video of Acosta’s interaction with an intern had a segment sped up to make it appear as though he “karate chop[ped]” her when she attempted to take his microphone. But in the original video, the contact between the two seemed incidental and not as aggressive as it
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This kind of editing to mislead would be labeled a “shallowfake” or “cheap fake” because it only manipulates one part of an existing video, rather than splicing together a variety of sources of images. Deepfakes in the second category would combine videos, images, or audio of the same individual to create a new video with the intention of impersonating the individual depicted. An example of this would be Jordan Peele’s deepfake of Barack Obama referenced in the introduction of this Comment. Deepfakes in the third category would combine videos, images, or audio of a variety of people, even though they appear to impersonate one individual. Deepfaked revenge or celebrity porn, such as the deepfakes grafting actress Scarlett Johansson’s face onto different women’s bodies in graphic sex scenes, would most likely use this method. The differences in sources, editing techniques, and verifiability of these different categories of deepfakes demonstrate the need for regulators to have a clear conception of the type of video they are examining.

The regulations would also need to address the different uses of deepfakes. Although deepfakes can cause harm to others, they also have many beneficial applications. Therefore, an element gauging intent would be useful in order to differentiate between beneficial and harmful deepfakes. A standard to determine “malicious intent” could include information such as whether the creator profited from the video, on what platforms and how often the creator posted the video, and more context-specific clues about why the video was created. This regulation would require a heavy emphasis on the facts of the situation in order to determine the motivation behind the creation of the video.

In addition to adding an intent element to regulation, it would similarly be beneficial to add a section explicitly allowing deepfakes to create spoofs.
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parodies, or satires. Not only would the addition of this explicit section help avoid running afoul of the First Amendment, it also would ensure that regulations would not quell beneficial uses of deepfakes. Another important element for the regulations would be to add a clarification that the exception for spoofs is not intended to be a pretext to allow other types of harm that may result from more personal deepfakes, such as those used in revenge porn settings. This exception also would require closely examining the context and facts of the deepfake in order to determine the motivation behind its creation and the harms that may result.

Another potential regulation could include requiring a disclosure of some kind that a video is indeed a deepfake rather than a real video. While this regulation may not eliminate some of the more personal harms that deepfakes can cause, like emotional distress, it would help mitigate the potential of deepfakes to disrupt a viewer’s ability to distinguish between an authentic and doctored video. One method of achieving this could be a digital signature, either through the use of a watermark to indicate that a video has been faked or through the availability of metadata. Additionally, if technology advances to the point to allow an agency to detect that a video is, indeed, a deepfake, this regulation could parallel the Endorsement Guides the FTC currently utilizes to monitor disclosures about marketing on social media. The Endorsement Guides rely on voluntary compliance but reserve the right for the FTC to take corrective action if certain groups of people do not follow the designated practices and the practices used are deemed unlawful. The Endorsement Guides require full, clear, and conspicuous disclosures of connections between endorsers and sellers when that connection would otherwise affect the credibility of an endorsement. This model could be utilized for deepfakes as well: when a video is created from previously existing images and videos, the FTC could require full, clear, and conspicuous disclosure of how the video was made in order to circumvent the harms that could otherwise result.

Overall, regulations should not be overly restrictive because of “hypothetical worst-case scenarios, or else best-case scenarios will never come about.” There are many potentially useful applications of deepfakes,
and while it is important to mitigate the harms that deepfakes can create, regulators should keep those beneficial uses in mind while drafting the regulations. Putting regulations in place that clearly delineate what forms of deepfakes can cause harm, while allowing for certain uses, ensures that there will not be a ban on deepfakes as a whole. Rather, by having clarity on which uses are permissible, creators of deepfakes can experiment and innovate in legal, beneficial ways, while understanding that misusing deepfakes comes with legal ramifications.

VI. CHALLENGES

Although this Comment has demonstrated the harms that deepfakes pose, explained the need to regulate them, and delineated a regulatory scheme, there are still many complexities that deepfakes pose that have not been fully addressed. This section acknowledges counterarguments to the idea of FTC regulation of deepfakes and addresses some central concerns.

A. Does This Technology Need to Be Regulated?

This Comment’s unstated premise is that deepfake technology needs to be regulated; however, that premise should not go unchallenged. Reddit user “deepfakes,” the man who started this phenomenon, points out that “every technology can be used with bad motivations, and [it is] impossible to stop that.” Although malicious uses of deepfakes are inevitable, that inevitability should not preclude attempts to prevent or mitigate the potential harms that the technology is likely to cause. “Deepfakes” further points out that it is not necessarily a problem for “more average people [to] engage in machine learning research.” While true, it may be a problem if the average person does not fully understand the consequences and ramifications that can arise by wielding powerful technology. Deepfakes may not be authentic videos, but the harms they can produce are real. The average person making a deepfake for their own personal gain or gratification may not foresee the harms to others that their videos can produce. Therefore, having a clear regulatory scheme in place can allow the average person to be aware of what types of deepfakes are and are not permissible. With this knowledge, creators can experiment with machine learning research via creating deepfakes without fear of running afoul of the law.

Additionally, “there is nothing inherently illegal about the technology” used to create deepfakes. After all, “deepfakes [do not] hurt people,
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people using deepfakes hurt people.” But even if the technology itself is neutral, its potential to do damage indicates a need for some form of proscriptive action to be taken. The regulations this Comment proposes do not advocate for limiting the technology itself, apart from potentially requiring a digital signature on deepfakes. This Comment instead advocates for action when a deepfake results in harm to others.

Furthermore, any discussion about regulation regarding the Internet must acknowledge the tension inherent in the idea. When the Internet was first developing, early Internet users believed “not just that the government would not regulate cyberspace—[but] that government could not regulate cyberspace.” A manifesto from 1996 explicitly rejected the idea of external governance of the Internet, declaring:

Governments derive their just powers from the consent of the governed. You have neither solicited nor received ours. We did not invite you. You do not know us, nor do you know our world. Cyberspace does not lie within your borders. Do not think that you can build it, as though it were a public construction project. You cannot. It is an act of nature and it grows itself through our collective actions.

Lawrence Lessig’s conception that “code is law” underscores this idea. But Lessig argues that code serves as a form of regulation within cyberspace. In his view, “[w]e can build, or architect, or code cyberspace to protect values that we believe are fundamental. Or we can build, or architect, or code cyberspace to allow those values to disappear.” In this way, the regulations this Comment proposes utilize this concept of “code is law.” By requiring the disclosure of alterations to a video, these FTC regulations would require the use of code to protect the fundamental values of understanding reality and authenticity.
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B. Would Regulation of Deepfakes Run Afoul of the First Amendment?

Although there are exceptions, “all content is presumptively protected by the First Amendment.”\textsuperscript{222} Even if a deepfake is causing harm, having the FTC attempt to remove the content could easily violate the First Amendment unless the content falls within one of the exceptions to free speech.\textsuperscript{223} The regulations this Comment proposes do not require removing all deepfakes, but rather require transparency regarding the fact that videos are doctored; thus, these recommendations would not conflict with the First Amendment. Furthermore, spoofs, caricatures, parodies, and satires are all typically protected under the First Amendment; therefore, if a user makes it clear that the posted video is doctored, the content may likely fall under First Amendment protection.\textsuperscript{224} Accordingly, this Comment proposes regulations that take the poster’s intention into account. If someone who creates a deepfake does not have malicious intent or intent to cause harm, that person would likely not fall under the restrictions of the regulations. If a deepfake is a true spoof or parody, even if it may be harsh or mocking, it is unlikely that the proposed regulations would treat it as malicious.

C. How Effective Would Regulations Be?

Any regulation’s effectiveness may be limited because the “[t]echnologies that can be used to enhance and distort what is real are evolving faster than our ability to understand and control or mitigate it.”\textsuperscript{225} It may be too late for any regulations to make an effective difference due to the increasing sophistication of the technology behind deepfakes. While it is likely too late to control the actual technology behind deepfakes, it is not too late to regulate the videos actually produced. It is also currently unclear how to address already-posted deepfakes that would run afoul of the proposed regulations. America does not have “right to be forgotten” laws regarding information posted on the Internet, so there may be additional difficulties in removing an already-existing deepfake.\textsuperscript{226} Another limitation on the potential effectiveness of the proposed regulation is technology’s current inability to reliably decipher what is and is not a deepfake. If the video is convincing enough and there is no true way for a victim to establish that a video is indeed forged, then the regulations may not be able to provide
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a remedy. If the FTC had the technology to detect which videos would fall outside of their guidelines, this would amplify the effectiveness of the proposed regulations.

D. Executive Order

Another specific challenge for implementing regulations is President Trump’s executive order limiting the creation of new regulations. This executive order may lower the probability that any proposed regulations would go into effect due to the difficulty of eliminating so many others. Regardless, this executive order does not diminish the importance of regulating deepfakes. While it would be more difficult to fully implement these regulations, that difficulty should not preclude putting these regulations in place at all.

E. Would All Deepfakes Require Regulation?

Although deepfakes can cause a wide variety of harms, it is important to remember that they also have many potentially beneficial applications. Some positive uses could include therapeutic applications, education, and art. One powerful example of a beneficial use of deepfakes would be allowing patients who would otherwise worry about stigma to receive treatment for mental health via video conference with a therapist. Another potential use would be creating deepfakes of famous historical figures to make an educational video more exciting and engaging for children. With all new technology, there will always be the potential for bad actors. While it is important to be aware of the harm technology can perpetuate, it is equally important to realize the potential for innovation.

VII. Conclusion

For the foregoing reasons, deepfakes present the possibility of serious harms to individuals, companies, governments, and society overall. Although some efforts are underway to attempt to address this issue, if a more unified response does not come together soon, the technology may advance beyond limitation. While there are still serious questions of law and policy to address regarding this issue, the implementation of regulations by the FTC would be a way to start the process and mitigate potential harms.
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By issuing clear guidelines, the FTC can help prevent the harmful uses of deepfakes without stymieing their beneficial uses. In a society filled with fake news and alternative facts, it is more difficult than ever to know the truth. If allowed to proceed unchecked, deepfakes will only exacerbate this issue in our society. There are currently two paths deepfakes may take: they may—like “any other machine[— be] . . . either a benefit or a hazard.”232 To fully enjoy the benefits deepfakes can provide, we must first take action via regulation to mitigate their hazards.
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